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Background to Toolkit
World Heart Day is organised by the World Heart Federation.
UEFA supports World Heart Day. In 2017 UEFA is specifically
encouraging the football family to support World Heart Day (WHD)
by raising awareness of heart health and healthier lifestyles through
National Football Associations and domestic clubs.
This toolkit is designed to help your football
association and domestic clubs promote World
Heart Day through key communications channels,
such as website, social media and PR.
In addition, we have also provided guidance
on how to develop simple actions in support
of World Heart Day in the weeks preceding
or immediately after 29th September 2017.
The main aim of developing these activities
is to make stadium environments ‘heart health
promoting’ i.e. environments that make it easier
for fans, visitors and staff to make healthier
lifestyle choices.
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This year we are asking national associations to
consider greater promotion of walking and cycling
to football stadia as a healthy and sustainable
form of transport, and we have provided specific
guidance on how to achieve this. Taking
inspiration from UEFA Women’s EURO 2017
in the Netherlands, we are also asking National
Associations to consider implementing a ‘fan
walk’ to their national stadium, something we are
asking National Associations to consider for any
upcoming FIFA World Cup qualifying matches
near to the period of World Heart Day.
To find out more about the work of Healthy
Stadia, please visit: www.healthystadia.eu
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What is World Heart Day?
•	World Heart Day is celebrated on 29th September each year
•	Created by the World Heart Federation, World Heart Day
informs people around the globe that Cardiovascular Disease
(CVD), which includes heart disease and stroke is the world’s
leading cause of death, claiming 17.5 million premature deaths
each year and highlights the actions that individuals can take
to prevent and control CVD.
•	World Heart Day aims to educate people that by modifying
risk factors such as tobacco use, unhealthy diet and physical
inactivity, at least 80% of premature deaths from heart disease
and stroke could be avoided.
•	World Heart Day is a global event during which individuals,
families, organisations and governments around the world
participate in activities to take charge of their heart health and
that of others.
•	Background information on World Heart Day, CVD and latest
campaign news can be accessed at: www.worldheartday.org
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World Heart Day in 2017
The campaign theme for World Heart Day 2017 is: Share the Power.
Your heart powers your whole body. That’s why it’s so important to look
after it. If you don’t, you’re putting yourself at risk of cardiovascular
disease (CVD), which includes heart disease and stroke. But the good
news is that much CVD can be prevented by making just a few simple
daily changes, like eating and drinking more healthily, getting more
exercise and stopping smoking.
worldheartday
@worldheartfed

In 2017, we are therefore asking organisations
including Football Associations and domestic
clubs to Share the Power and ask fans to:
Move Your Heart: to maintain an active lifestyle,
aiming for at least 30 minutes physical activity
5 times per week for adults - playing football is
only one way to achieve this!
Fuel Your Heart: to adopt a healthier diet that
is lower in fat, salt and sugar & to moderate intake
of alcohol over the course of a week.
Love Your Heart: for individuals to seek
professional support in attempting to quit smoking
and for organisations and public authorities to
prohibit second-hand smoke in public spaces,
e.g. to declare football stadiums a Smokefree
environment.

29 September 2017
Small changes can make a powerful difference.
On World Heart Day, share how you power your heart and inspire
millions of people around the world to be heart healthy.
worldheartday.org
#worldheartday
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How can we support
World Heart Day in 2017?
Many thanks to your Association for agreeing to support World
Heart Day in 2017!
There are two levels of support for World Heart Day that we
would like you to consider, the second of which is optional for
National Associations.
•	Level 1: Communications and media support
using digital and social media channels
(minimum level of support)
•	Level 2: Matchday actions in support of
World Heart Day and healthier football
environments (additional level of support)
Guidance on both levels of support are described
in the sections below. In 2017 we are also asking
National Associations to reach out to their
domestic leagues and clubs to help promote
World Heart Day to maximise impact across the
football family.

(Photo source: Croatian Football Federation)
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When should we promote World Heart Day?
Although World Heart Day for 2017 falls on
Friday 29th September, you can promote the
campaign at any point in the weeks preceding
or following World Heart Day. This means that
any National Associations who are interested in
running matchday actions, e.g. a fan walk, can
do this at matches that are scheduled on dates
close to World Heart Day. For many National
Associations this will include FIFA World Cup
qualifying fixtures the week after World Heart Day.
Got any other ideas on promoting
heart health?
We always welcome your own ideas on how to
use your media platforms, national team players
(male and female), matchday actions or even
internal communications to promote the main
themes of World Heart Day. Although we will
have a focus on physical activity in 2017, please
feel free to promote healthier eating, tobaccofree stadium environments and lowering alcohol
intake, plus other areas of heart health such as
being aware of blood pressure, blood glucose
and Body Mass Index (BMI).
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Level 1 Support for World Heart Day: Promoting
World Heart Day through your Media Channels
There are lots of simple ways National Associations and domestic
football leagues and clubs can promote World Heart Day and spread
the message about making small changes to lifestyles that can help to
prevent the onset of CVD. Media coverage generated by Associations
in previous years has been excellent and we hope to generate even
more of a ‘buzz’ about World Heart Day in 2017 with your support.
A full range of support tools such as template
press releases, website banners and social media
messages can be downloaded below to help you
with your communications outputs.
As you are a football organisation, please try
to get the support of current players, legends
or key staff if possible.

This is a great way to increase interest quickly
in your communications and events planned
for World Heart Day.
A photo, video and written statement of support
from a player or VIP is a great way of delivering
key messages on leading healthier lifestyles in
support of World Heart Day.

Share the Power hearts
In 2017 we are asking all participating National
Associations and clubs to take photos of your team players
– both men’s and women’s teams – using our new Share
the Power hearts. The hearts can be downloaded and
printed from the Communications Support Pack below.
We have left a blank space in the heart design for you to
insert heart healthy advice from a player of VIP in your own
language, examples of which include:
- Being physically active everyday... powers my heart
- Eating at least 5 portions of fruit and vegetables each
day...powers my heart
- Maintaining a tobacco-free lifestyle…powers my heart

You could even take a photo of your whole team with
Share the Power Hearts of simply displaying heart selfies it’s up to you!
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In addition to using pictures of your players, you may also
want to consider running a photo competition for children
and young people using the Share the Power hearts where
children can pledge their commitment to active healthy
lifestyles through their own messages written on the hearts.
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Level 1 Support for World Heart Day: Promoting
World Heart Day through your Media Channels
World Heart Day Video, Posters and Leaflets:
We have produced a short video clip for
2017 with a focus on heart health, football
and physical activity. The video is only
1 minute in length and can be hosted on your
organisation’s website or promoted by social
media platforms, whilst National Associations
may consider displaying this on big screens
at matches close to World Heart Day.

All users are subject to copyrights and
permissions owned by World Heart Federation.
World Heart Day material can only be published
with the following copyright statement within the
image or next to it: © World Heart Federation
worldheartday
@worldheartfed

share the
power
“I eat more
fruit and
vegetables”

“I gave up
smoking”

Replacing sugary
snacks with healthier
alternatives can
reduce your risk of
heart disease.

After one year of
quitting your risk
of coronary heart
disease is about half
that of a smoker’s.

“I got active”

“I talked to
my doctor”

Getting plenty of exercise
can reduce your chances
of developing heart disease,
It can also be a great mood
booster and stress buster.

Finding out your blood pressure,
BMI and cholesterol levels
allows you to understand your
risk of heart disease … and
do something about it.

29 September 2017
People across the world are making small changes
to improve their heart health. On World Heart Day, share how you
power your heart and inspire others to be heart healthy.
worldheartday.org
#worldheartday

Download the World Heart Day video for
2017 in our Communications Support Pack.
The World Heart Federation has also
produced a range of World Heart Day
materials such as posters and leaflets
that can be used as download links with
your website articles or for any matchday
activities you may have planned.
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Level 1 Support for World Heart Day: Promoting
World Heart Day through your Media Channels
Key Communications Activities:
Please consider promoting World Heart Day
(WHD) in the build up to 29th September through
the following sources:
•	Publication of website article on WHD with use
of Share the Power image
•	Hosting of a new World Heart Day video clip
with focus on football and physical activity
•	Photos of your national team players with
‘Share the Power’ hearts

We will aim to amplify any digital and social media
outputs from the football family close to World
Heart Day through the Healthy Stadia, World
Heart Federation and UEFA media channels,
so please do share your content with us in
order to amplify messages.

LEVEL 1 – COMMUNICATIONS
SUPPORT PACK

•	Promotion of media activities through your
social media channels

•	Template Press Release

•	Press conference with players, VIPs,
community staff or medical staff

- World Heart Day Web Banner

•	Promotion of any matchday or additional
activities you are planning for WHD through
your National Association and/or clubs

- World Heart Day Campaign Image
- World Heart Day football video
- Share the Power hearts

- Social Media Content Toolkit
- World Heart Day Poster

- World Heart Day Leaflet
DOWNLOAD SUPPORT PACK HERE
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Level 2 Support for World Heart Day: Promoting
Physical Activity and Active Travel Stadium
This part of the toolkit will help National Associations and domestic
clubs develop and promote active travel options for fans, visitors
and for staff as part of matchday actions to support World Heart Day
and beyond. We have included background information on physical
activity and health, guidance on planning walking and cycling
routes to football venues, and have included a template for hosting
a ‘fan walk’ to your stadium, something which was a big hit at UEFA
Women’s EURO this summer.
If you are going to develop matchday actions make
sure you try to promote active modes of transport
well ahead of your chosen match, promoting the
action through your communications channels and
other stakeholders such as fan groups. Finally,
always remember to monitor and capture any
success stories relating to active travel and other
matchday activities such as fan walks as - we are
especially keen to share your successes with the
World Heart Federation and feature them on a
global scale with partners.

musculoskeletal diseases and psychological
disorders. Lack of physical activity is also one of
the critical components that has contributed to the
current epidemic of overweight and obesity that
is posing a significant global challenge to public
health. Physical inactivity is one of the leading risk
factors for health and is estimated to attribute to
one million deaths (about 10 % of the total), per
year in the WHO European Region.

Physical Activity and Health
Physical activity includes the full range of human
movement, from walking and cycling or activities
of daily living, through to competitive sport,
exercise and active hobbies. Physical activity is
therefore inherently linked to levels of physical
health, mental health and wellbeing.
Being physically inactive is linked to
cardiovascular diseases, type 2 diabetes,
hypertension, some forms of cancer,
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Level 2 Support for World Heart Day: Promoting
Physical Activity and Active Travel Stadium
According to WHO recommendations published
in 2010, adults aged between 18-64 years old
need to build up a minimum of 150 minutes of
moderate physical activity each week, which is
equivalent of 30 minutes brisk walking on at least
5 days per week.
It should be noted that children and young people
aged 5–17 years old should accumulate at least
60 minutes of moderate to vigorous intensity
physical activity daily.
Why Encourage Walking and Cycling to Your
Stadium?
Walking and cycling for everyday trips can play a
big part in helping people maintain recommended
levels of physical activity, and organisations
such as professional sports clubs and stadium
operators can help by encouraging their fans,
visitors and staff to choose physically active travel
such as walking and cycling.
Active travel to stadiums also brings additional
health and sustainability benefits. Reducing car
use helps to cut congestion and pressure on car
parking, and benefits the environment by lowering
noise and air pollution, including reducing carbon
dioxide emissions which contribute to global
climate change.
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Level 2 Support for World Heart Day: Promoting
Physical Activity and Active Travel Stadium
Step 1: Producing an Active
Travel Plan for Your Stadium
Producing an active travel plan for your stadium
is neither difficult nor time consuming, but
will need your stadium management and
communications team to commit to both obtaining
suitable information on walking and cycling routes
to your stadium, and promoting this information to
fans and visitors.
The level of detail you will need to give fans and
visitors will depend on the area your stadium
is situated, and different approaches will be
appropriate for stadia in built up areas and those
in out of town locations. It is most common for
clubs and stadium operators to have a specific
‘Walking and Cycling’ section as part of a
‘Travelling to the Stadium’ page on their website.

Walking To Your Stadium City Centre Location
If your stadium is in a city centre or within
approximately 2-3km of a main train station
or bus station, you should try to include walking
directions detailing safe and brightly lit pedestrian
routes to the stadium. It is likely that fans will
be coming from many directions, so instead
of providing a single route it may be more
effective to provide a map of the stadium
indicating walking routes from key points of
departure making sure you detail any signage
to the stadium at key points along the route.
Points of departure to consider are:
• Main train and/or bus station
• Nearby park and ride scheme
• Congregation points in town centre
It may be helpful to include the approximate
length of each walking route from start to finish
(e.g. 1.5km to stadium), and the average time it
will take to walk on a match day (e.g. 25 minutes).
For an example directions to an urban stadium,
click the following link and scroll down to the
walking and cycling section
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Level 2 Support for World Heart Day: Promoting
Physical Activity and Active Travel Stadium
Walking To Your Stadium Out of Town Location
Even if a stadium is outside of a main urban
area, there are still opportunities for people to
walk part of the way to your stadium from local
train stations, bus stops or out of town car parks
near to the stadium. Use the instructions above
to provide walking directions and/or a map from
local transport hubs near to the stadium. Click the
following link for an example of walking directions
to an out of town stadium
Cycle Routes and Cycle Parking
To promote cycling to your stadium, make
sure you include maps of cycling routes to
your stadium if it is in an urban area or within
approximately 10 km of a main train station or
park and ride scheme, especially if the stadium is
near to any designated local or national cycling
routes. Try to detail whether the cycle route is
made up of specified cycling lanes, and the
approximate length of the cycling route from main
destinations.

As part of an active travel plan, make sure you
highlight the positioning of your cycle parking
facilities on any stadium maps, and ensure you
have adequate signage indicating the position of
cycle locking facilities within the stadium footprint.
Stadium stewards and staff should also be fully
briefed on the positioning of cycle parking. Click
the following link for an example of cycle parking
information
If your city has a cycle hire scheme with docking
stations near to your stadium, make sure you
include information or additional links on using the
bike hire service and where the docking stations
are positioned.

It is also very important to provide details for
visiting cyclists on where they can safely lock
their bicycles. If you don’t have specified bicycle
locking racks, is there a specified area where
bicycles could be securely stored, or even any
metal railings that can be used?
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Level 2 Support for World Heart Day: Promoting
Physical Activity and Active Travel Stadium
Step 2: Promoting Active Travel Making It Happen
In order for your active travel plans to be effective,
it is essential that your club or stadium operator
promotes the idea of walking and cycling to your
stadium to fans, visitors and your workforce.
We advise the following key promotional activities:
• H
 ave a specific page on your website
devoted to travelling to the stadium, starting
with walking and cycling routes first

•	
Place a specific news feature on your
website and through your social media
channels promoting active travel –
click here for an example news feature
•	
Use club newsletters and e-bulletins to
promote active travel and cycle parking
facilities, especially at the start of each
season to encourage new attitudes towards
active travel.

Example Active Travel Plan Template
How to find Evergreen Stadium, Anytown
Evergreen Stadium encourages our fans and
visitors to walk, cycle and use public transport
where possible as both a healthy and sustainable
form of travel to the stadium.
Evergreen Stadium is just over two kilometres
North from the centre of Anytown, in the built up
suburb of Upton - see the attached map or type
Evergreen Stadium into: www.maps.google.com
Walking to the stadium
The mostly flat walk from Anytown train station
takes 30 minutes. Starting from the station, turn left
from the station main exit onto the High Street.
After 500m turn left at the church onto Carling
Road for about 1km.
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At the first main crossroads you come to, turn right
onto the bridge leading over the river towards the
stadium – there are clear signs to the stadium at this
point.
Cross the bridge towards the stadium and refer to
your ticket to determine which stand and entrance
you will need to enter the stadium.
Cycling to the stadium
Anytown is on National Cycle Route 39, with the
stadium only 650m from the main route. Cyclists can
follow the walking route from the station detailed
above. There are cycle locking facilities for up to
50 bikes outside the East Stand of the stadium,
and another 30 positions outside the Main Stand.
Both sets of cycle parking are well signed within the
stadium footprint.
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Level 2 Support for World Heart Day: Promoting
Physical Activity and Active Travel Stadium
Encouraging Participation
An original suggestion for promoting walking and
cycling to your stadium is the idea of organising
groups of fans who meet regularly to walk or
cycle together to their chosen stadium. This
practice can either be organised by a club
or through representatives from fan groups,
with groups meeting at a specified destination
(perhaps a local train station or well known
landmark) and time for each ‘home match’.
This collective approach to active travel will
encourage participants to continue to walk or
cycle throughout the domestic season.
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For World Heart day 2017 we are asking
National Associations and domestic clubs to
consider organising an official fan walk to their
stadium around the immediate period before or
after 29th September.
For National Associations this may include an
opportunity to organise a fan walk for FIFA World
Cup qualifying matches over the period 6-10th
October. Fan walks were a huge success at
this year’s UEFA Women’s EURO 2017 in the
Netherlands, with thousands of fans taking part in
organised walks to host venues. Please see our
guidance on organising a fan walk below to assist
with planning for this.
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Level 2 Support for World Heart Day: Promoting
Physical Activity and Active Travel Stadium
How to Organise a Fan Walk
Fan Walks can be a lot of fun and great for generating
excitement before a big match. And of course they help
you to take some exercise on the way to the stadium.
Do remember however, there are some simple “do’s and
don’ts” to organising a Fan Walk as with any other planned
event. We have listed some key points below and a link
to a more comprehensive guide which we would
recommend you read if you are planning a Fan Walk for
an international fixture.
Planning with local government and police
It is critical to liaise with local government and police at
the start of planning for a fan walk as it is likely that you will
need permission to use public roads, and may also need
police supervision during the walk. The following actions
should all be in consultation:

Start time
You will want fans to arrive at your stadium at least one hour
before kick-off, so you will have to calculate the average
time taken to walk the distance of the walk. An organised
fan walk will take much longer than you walking up on your
own, so factor this into your anticipated start time.
Signage
You may want to work with local government on installing
route signage, not just for a single fan walk, but permanent
signs on lamp-posts which can remain across a season and
publicise a good walking route to the stadium.
Let supporter groups know your plans
They will be important to help both organise and publicise
your walk to fans on the day

Decide on a suitable start point and route

Communications

If your stadium is more than 5km from your city centre,
you may have to start your walking route from a tram stop
or key location that is nearer to your stadium.
If your stadium is under 5km from your city centre, think
about a suitable location to start your walk such as the main
train station, city squre or park. Your route to the stadium
from your start point should consider: safety, distance,
accessibility (can disabled fans join in easily) and fun.
We suggest using Google Maps to help plot your route:
www.maps.google.com

There’s no point in doing all this if no-one comes.
Make sure you use your digital and media channels to
provide full details on the walk, in particular start location
and start time. Make sure you use your social media
platforms to help with this and decide on a hashtag and
get it out there! GOOD LUCK!!

Safety

http://www.walkengland.org.uk/downloads/how-toorganise-a-walking-event.pdf

A written risk assessment plan is essential. Your event
needs to be safe so ensure that you have reviewed it in
matchday conditions where traffic may make crossings
more dangerous and visibility may be more limited because
of crowd numbers. You are likely to need stewards who
should be identified in high visibility vests or jackets.

Further information
walk4life have published a guide which explores all the
above in much more detail:

For additional information and case studies on
developing active travel plans for your organisation,
please see our resources page here

You may need to consider public liability insurance.
In this case please seek professional guidance.
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Feedback on World Heart Day actions:
We are very keen to capture any information on your
activities in support of World Heart Day, so please could
you send us links to your communications outputs or
additional support you have managed to develop for World
Heart Day in 2017, including any photos or videos of
matchday actions or similar support events.
We will aim to amplify any digital and social media outputs
from the football family close to World Heart Day through the
Healthy Stadia, World Heart Federation and UEFA media
channels, so please do share your content with us.

To download all of our World
Heart Day guidance information
click here:
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How to Contact Us
If you have any questions on World Heart Day
and the information contained in this toolkit, feel free
to contact either the European Healthy Stadia Network
or World Heart Federation.
The key contacts are:
Matthew Philpott
matthew.philpott@healthystadia.eu
www.healthystadia.eu
Rachel Shaw
rachel.shaw@worldheart.org
www.worldheart.org
For all the up to date information and news
on World Heart Day 2017, please visit:
www.worldheartday.org

Thank You For Your Support In 2017!
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